
 
COURSE AS.389.205:  EXAMINING ARCHAEOLOGICAL OBJECTS  
 
INSTRUCTOR:   SANCHITA BALACHANDRAN 
EMAIL:   SBALACH4@JHU.EDU 
OFFICE HOURS:  THURSDAY 3:50-4:30, OR BY APPOINTMENT, GILMAN 137 
MAILBOX:  GILMAN 113 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
This course considers the role of materials in the production, study and interpretation of objects by examining artifacts 
from the Johns Hopkins Archaeological Museum. Students will consider materials such as ceramics, stone, metal, 
glass, wood and textiles to gain an understanding of historical manufacturing processes. M&S practicum course. 
Cross-listed with Archaeology, Near Eastern Studies, Classics, and History of Art. Class meets in the Archaeological 
Museum (Gilman 150). 
 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
You are expected to attend every class with all readings for that day completed.  All readings will be available through 
E-reserves, or on the Internet or our Blackboard site, as noted.  This course is structured to introduce you to different 
ancient materials and specialized techniques for studying materials each week, so missing even a single class means 
missing a significant amount of information.  As there are no make up classes, please ensure that you attend every 
class and come with the reading completed and prepared to ask questions and look at objects.  If you need to miss class 
for religious reasons, please notify the instructor in advance.  Medical excuses for missing a class may require official 
documentation via the dean’s office; notify the instructor as soon as you feel ill and may need to miss a class. 
 
Each class meeting is structured in the following manner: brief quiz, lecture, followed by hands-on work with museum 
objects.  The quiz will test you on basic material introduced in the reading due for that day.  Each quiz will have 5-10 
fill-in-the-blank or short answer questions.  The quizzes may also include hands-on examination of objects or testing 
you on the use of museum equipment.  I will drop the lowest quiz from the semester when calculating your final grade.   
 
Each student will be assigned a museum object to examine and analyze.  This work will be the basis of the main 
assignment of the course and has three separate parts—a Facebook posting (10%), a brief 5-minute class presentation 
(10%) and a four page catalog entry for the museum’s database (15%).  The final exam will test you on basic concepts 
learned throughout the semester and will involve the examination of objects using techniques we have learned 
throughout the semester.  There is no “senior option” for this cumulative exam. 
 
Your grade will be determined according to the following criteria: 
Class participation   20%  
Quizzes     20%  
Object examination assignment  35% 
Final exam    25% 
 
There are occasions when you will have to come into the museum outside of class time to complete assignments or 
examine your museum object.  These visits are only possible when the museum is open to the public, i.e, Monday 
through Friday, from 10:30am to 1:30pm.  If your schedule makes it impossible for you to come to the museum during 
these times, please speak with the instructor immediately.   
 
On a couple of occasions during the semester, you may be asked to be in contact with other faculty, local artists or 
other specialists in relation to your objects.  You are expected to address them with courtesy and respect for their 
expertise and all communications should be addressed to “Professor”, “Dr.”, etc., as appropriate.  If time permits and 
there is interest, we may make visits to local artists’ studios as an extra session.   
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COURSE ETHICS AND POLICIES 
Johns Hopkins University has laid out strict policies on ethical academic conduct.  Ethical violations include but are 
not limited to plagiarism, forgery, unauthorized collaboration, improper use of the Internet and electronic devices, 
reuse of assignments and lying.  Plagiarism will not be tolerated, and any work that is thought to be plagiarized will 
receive a failing grade, and the Dean of Academic Affairs notified.  
 
The strength of the university depends on academic and personal integrity. In this course, you must be honest and 
truthful. Ethical violations include cheating on exams, plagiarism, reuse of assignments, improper use of the Internet 
and electronic devices, unauthorized collaboration, alteration of graded assignments, forgery and falsification, lying, 
facilitating academic dishonesty, and unfair competition. In this class, you are being given the privilege of handling 
and working with ancient objects, and you are expected abide by all museum protocols.  Anyone seen willfully 
mishandling objects or treating them inappropriately will have the privilege of working with them revoked.   
 
Report any violations you witness to the instructor. You may consult the associate dean of student affairs and/or the 
chairman of the Ethics Board beforehand. See the guide on “Academic Ethics for Undergraduates” and the Ethics 
Board Web site (http://ethics.jhu.edu) for more information. 
 
Any student with a disability who may need accommodations in this class must obtain an accommodation letter from 
Student Disability Services, 385 Garland, (410)516-4720, studentdisabilityservices@jhu.edu 
 
 

COURSE SCHEDULE 
 

1/30:   Introduction to the course/Introduction to artifact handling 
    
2/6:   Ceramics 

• Read Odegaard N. and G. Katterman, A guide to handling anthropological museum collections, available in 
the museum M-F, 10:30am to 1:30pm.  Take a brief quiz on this material in the museum. 

• In Oakley and Jain. 2002. In Essentials in the care and conservation of historical ceramic objects. London: 
Archetype.  

v “Ceramic technology.” pp. 1-8. 
v “Types of deterioration in ceramics.” pp. 9-19. 

• Jackson, M. and K. Greene.  2008. “Ceramic production.” In The Oxford handbook of engineering and 
technology in the classical world.  Oleson, P., ed.  Oxford: Oxford University Press: pp.496-519. 

 
2/13:   Introduction to the microscopes/ultraviolet light examination/x-radiography 

• While in the museum, familiarize yourselves with the microscopes by reading the “how to” guide and 
complete the short exercise provided. 

• Look at the online exhibition “Fragment to vase: Approaches to ceramic restoration, The Getty Villa”: 
http://www.getty.edu/art/exhibitions/fragment_to_vase/ 

• “The dark side: ultraviolet-induced visible fluorescence as a conservation tool in the conservator’s art.”  
http://conservationblog.hearstmuseum.dreamhosters.com/?p=674 

• A-Z of Archaeology: 'X - X Rays etc.' : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-J1q2Sy0kg 
 
2/20:  Metals 

• Logan, J. 2002. “Identifying archaeological metal.” Canadian Conservation Institute: http://www.cci-
icc.gc.ca/publications/notes/4-1-eng.aspx 

• Ankersmit, B. et al. 2008. “Recognizing metals and their corrosion products.” Canadian Conservation 
Institute:  http://www.cci-icc.gc.ca/caringfor-prendresoindes/articles/metals-metaux/index-eng.aspx 

• Mattusch, C.  2008. “Metalworking and tools.” In The Oxford handbook of engineering and technology in the 
classical world. Oleson, J.P. ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press: pp. 418-438. 
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2/27:  Metals/Introduction to x-ray fluorescence 
• Ambers, J. et al. “A new look at an old cat: technical investigation of the Gayer-Anderson cat.” British Museum 

Technical Research Bulletin. 2 (2008), pp.1-12. 
• Direct lost-wax casting: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JiofOv18o2M 
• Indirect lost-wax casting: http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/s/bronze/ 
• Schorsch, D. 2001. “Precious-metal polychromy in Egypt in the time of Tutankhamun.” Journal of Egyptian 

archaeology 87: 55-71, plates VII to X.  
• Aspects of Archaeology: Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XettZ3EO8pg 
 
3/6:                   Glass/Select your objects  

• Grossman, R.A. 2002.  Ancient glass.  Yale University Art Gallery: New Haven.  Pdf on Blackboard site.  
Skim for different types of glass techniques.  

• In Koob, S. 2006.  Conservation and care of glass objects. London: Archetype. 
v “Chemistry and technology of glass.” pp.11-12 
v “Preservation and deterioration of glass.”  pp.13-18.  

• Shortland, A.J.  2007. “Who were the glassmakers? Status, theory and method in mid-second millennium glass 
production.” Oxford Journal of Archaeology 26, 3: 261-274. 

 
3/13:   Faience/Faience Making Exercise  

• In Friedman, F.D. 1998.  In Gifts of the Nile, Ancient Egyptian Faience. London: Thames and Hudson. 
v Friedman, F.D. “Faience: the brilliance of eternity.” pp. 15-21 
v Bianchi, R.S. “Symbols and meanings.” pp. 22-31. 

• Nicholson, P.  “Faience technology.”  UCLA Encyclopedia of Egyptology. pp. 1-13.  
http://escholarship.org/uc/item/9cs9x41z 

• Gorman, J.  2002. "Flattery for Faience: Imitating ancient materials reveals lost manufacturing secrets." 
Science News 161, 3, January 19: pp.45-47. 

 
3/20:  SPRING BREAK, NO CLASS MEETING 
 
3/27:  Stone 

• Look at http://www.learner.org/interactives/rockcycle/index.html.  Take the quiz at “Test your skills” and send 
a pdf or screenshot of your test to the instructor by class time. 

• Harrell, J.A. and Storemyr, P. 2009. “Ancient Egyptian quarries—an illustrated overview.” In QuarryScapes: 
ancient stone quarry landscapes in the Eastern Mediterranean. Abu-Jaber, N. et al, eds. Trondheim: 
Geological Survey of Norway Special publication 12: pp. 7–50. 
http://www.ngu.no/upload/Publikasjoner/Special%20publication/SP12_s7-50.pdf 

• Wootton, W., Russell, B., and Rockwell, P. (2013). ‘Stoneworking tools and toolmarks (version 1.0) ’, The Art 
of Making in Antiquity: Stoneworking in the Roman World. 
http://www.artofmaking.ac.uk/content/essays/2-stoneworking-tools-and-toolmarks-w-wootton-b-russell-p-
rockwell/ (accessed on 28 January 2013). 

 
4/3:  Pigments and painting/Introduction to infrared light examination 

• Bradley, M. 2009. “The importance of colour on ancient marble sculpture.” Art History. Vol. 32 issue 3: pp. 
427-457.  

• Brinkmann et al.  2007. In Gods in color. Painted sculpture in classical antiquity. Sackler Museum, Harvard: 
Cambridge.  

v “Colors and painting techniques.” Pp. 210-215. 
v “Preparation and application of mineral pigments.” Pp.216-219. 

• Pigments on the Parthenon sculptures 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/system_pages/holding_area/all_video_and_audio/latest_news_videos.aspx 
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4/10:  Organic Materials 
• Parsell, Diana. "Remnants of the Past." Science News 166.24 (2004): 376-377. 

http://www.dianaparsell.com/documents/SNTextile_001.pdf 
• In Bagnall, R. et al., eds. 2012. Encyclopedia of Ancient History. New York: John Wiley and Sons. 

v Carlà, F. “Wood and woodworking.” Pp.1-2. 
v Espinel, A. “Papyrus” pp. 5055-5057. 
v Flor, Miko, “Leather, Leatherwork.” pp. 3984-3987. 
v Wendrich, W. “Basketry, Matting, Cordage” pp.1057-1059. 

• Hornbeck, S. “Ivory. Identification and regulation of a precious material.” 
http://africa.si.edu/research/ivory.pdf 

 
4/17:  Open session  

No assigned reading or quiz.  Come to the museum during the week before this class meeting and spend some 
time looking at your object.  Come prepared to look at objects together and have specific questions about your 
object. 

  
4/24:  Open session  
 
5/1:  Student presentations/ Final Exam Review 
 
5/9:  FINAL EXAM—2-5pm 
 
 
 


